
 

 

 

 

 

 

O N L I N E  I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N  

 

ROOM(S) SELECTED:                                                        AMOUNT: 

 

Agreement/Checklist: 

o COMPLETED “MORE ABOUT YOU” FORM COMPLETED ROOM MEASUREMENTS COMPLETED ELEVATIONS  

(ALL 3 - 4 WALLS) COMPLETED “COLOR & PATTERN” FORM 

o PHOTO GRAPHS AND VIDEO (MAY SEND VIA DROPBOX) 

o SENT INSPIRATION PICS (WITH DESCRIPTIONS) 

o SIGNED AGREEMENT PAGE & PAYMENT 

 

 

OPTIONS FOR SENDING FORMS: 

 

Scan forms to:  

baileyliinteriors@gmail.com  

OR 

Mail Forms to:  

580 FOREST STREET 

Suite 1 

ORANGE NJ O7O50 

 

BAILEY LI DECOR AGREEMENT: 

I UNDERSTAND THAT THE DESIGN FEE OF  $ 2750.00   FOR E-DESIGN IS NONREFUNDABLE. YOU WILL RECEIVE ONE 

COMPLETED DESIGN PLAN (INCLUDING ANY ADD ONS YOU MAY HAVE SELECTED). NO ALTERATIONS WILL BE MADE. 

YOU AND YOUR DECOR ACCEPTS CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, VISA, MASTERCARD + AMERICAN EXPRESS. MY NAME BELOW 

AUTHORIZES BAILEY LI INTERIORS ONLINE INTERIOR DESIGN TO CHARGE ME FOR THE AMOUNT LISTED ABOVE. 

 

*BY SELECTING PAY VIA CREDIT CARD YOU WILL BE SENT AN INVOCE TO APPROVE AND PAY ONLINE WITH 

YOUR CARD. 

o PAY WITH CREDIT CARD 

o MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 

 

I AGREE TO ALL TERMS ABOVE: 

 

SIGNATURE:                                                                                                                               DATE                                                

 

 

 

 

 



 

Welcome ~ 
Thank you for choosing to work with me. I sincerely appreciate it and will do everything I can to make you happy with your room design. 

 

At checkout you agreed to the Terms of Service. Please see them at the end of this document to keep for your records. 

There are some things you will need to complete before I can get to work on your project: 

 

1. Fill out my exclusive and highly refined e-Decorating design questionnaire. 
My design questionnaire is where I find out what your style is. I find out what inspires you, what your favorite things are  and what  speaks to 

your soul, . I find out what your life is about and how you are using your space. My design questionnaire tells me everything I need to know 

about you and then some. When you are done filling it out, it comes directly to my email inbox. 

 

2. Measure & Sketch Your Space 

In this document, You’ll get my handy how-to guide to measure your space. It is a step by step guide to measure everything in your room that 

I need to know to e-decorate your room and make sure I use the space that you have in the best way possible so you get the most bang for 

your buck and leave nothing to chance. You put all these measurements down and when you send it to me think of it as the key to your room. 

 

3. Take Pictures of your space 

In the guide you just downloaded I show you where to stand in the room, what to do to get the best pictures possible for your e-decorating 

design by giving you tips from professional photographers. 

 

4. Inspiration Décor Pics 

share your décor pics with me. Send me all the pics of designed spaces that you love and tell me what about them drew you to them. For 

instance if it was the color scheme, or a particular object or the layout or the architecture please be descriptive and let me know. 
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5. Email Me  

When you are done doing the four fun e-decorating steps above, you will scan, save and email me your handiwork (your drawings, photos 

and links to your décor pics)  

 

If you choose to mail your drawings please mail to:  

580 Forest Street  

Suite 1  

Orange NJ O7050 

 

Once you have sent me all the details about your home, your life and what you'd like to get out of the e-Decorating process find out what I, 

the professional e-Decorator, do when I begin the e-Decorating process. 

 

Typically it takes me about 3 weeks to compile an e design–during that time period I'll be working diligently on your project, and it's quite 

possible I'll fall off the face of the earth for a bit as I get into the zone. That said you can expect to hear back from me within a week with my 

first round of decor questions unless, of course, I have a bright burst of inspiration, in which case, I'll be back in touch even earlier. 

 

 

 

 

 



Here's an overall picture of what I be doin' with all your information as I create the entire design… 

 

1. Read the “tea” 

Or better yet get myself a cup of tea and I read over your e-Decorating Design Questionnaire that you so lovingly filled out with all your 

deepest and darkest decor desires. I decode your décor language and make a road map of where I need to take your e-Decorating design and 

put a big “X” on your décor destination. 

 

2. Become a Peeper 

I look at your room pics you sent me and take more notes on what is working, what maybe isn't working and what are some of the challenges 

in the space. Then I picture us 
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sitting in your space after its e-decorated to the max thinking how we'll be totally planning on how to e-decorate your next room. 

 

3. Deeply and seriously read the numbers 

I look over your drawings and translate your sketches into a professional looking furniture plan. I make it very pretty. Because it all starts with 

a plan. One that will make you famous for your home tours. 

 

4. Play with Dollhouse Furniture 

After all the walls and all the other important detailes like windows, outlets, etc. are set down into the space plan I become the crazy dollhouse 

e-decorating designer. I go about and find the right pieces of furniture to layout in your space. I pick furniture templates from my expansive 

collection in my fancy pants design program and figure out what makes your space feel just perfect inside and how best to use up all your 

space. All while making it with your measurements, so you know these pieces of furniture are going to fit. No more oopsies! 

 

5. Design like Nobody's Business 

This is where I'm on fire. I make the most awesome renderings of your room. Sometimes I have to do some Photoshop magic to make sure 

the pieces are gonna look tight in your design, too. Smoke, mirrors, and puff of décor pixie dust all come together to make your room come 

to life. And it looks so good because you can totally see how the fabulous elements of the room hang out together. 

 

6. Pick Your Special Pieces 

I like to think of this part as picking out a really special birthday gift for you. Yes, it's a complete room of décor! I have such a good vision of 

who you are from your e- decorating design questionnaire, your sketches and the pics you sent me that I go shopping on the web for each 

item in your space that will be freaking perfect in your room. During this process I might find that the sofa size I selected out for you in the 

space plan isn't quite the same as the awesome sofa I found at this store, so I go back and change up the space plan first to make doubly sure 

everything fits. When I'm sure it's dope, I add that primo sofa to your list. So there are a lot of checks and balances made that real pieces fit in 

your newly e-decorated and wholly awesome space. 

 

7. Make Lists Like a Beast 

All while I am finding each perfect piece for your room, I record every important detail about it. Like its item number, color, price, it 

astrological sign… okay not that last one, but I 
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make sure I have all the details about it so I can reference that for you on your e- decorating mood board. So when you are already to go 

shopping, you can click right over to the store to buy it. 

 

1. Get You in the Mood 

While I'm making lists (and checking them twice like S.Claus does), I collect pictures of those specially selected for you pieces. Some of 

pictures I have used in your rendering and then they appear here on your mood board. When you get to looking at your e- decorating mood 

board page in your PDF file, you'll be able to click each item and then automagically it takes yo ass to the store online to buy it. BOOM! 

Convenience to e- decorate in your jammies (or ugly workout clothes) is granted! 

 

2. Show You How to be A Design Genius 

After every perfect piece has been selected for you, cross-referenced like crazy and put together with my own special brand of love, I give you 

all the steps you need to do to put your room together. I let you know what you should do first, next and last. I also give you some shopping 

tips, ways to save some money, and other notes about your design that popped into my little head. 

 

What You Get 
Within practically no time, usually three weeks, of your e-Decorating project starting, I'll be sending out to you a completed e-Decorating 

design. 

 

First, you'll be getting an email letting you know that I have had my way with your room and it's ready for you to take a peek. You'll receive a 

link to download your PDF file of your design since it's SO big I can't send it to your email box directly. 

 

When you open of your PDF file of your design you are going to want to scream with sheer joy. Ready to see what you'll be getting…. Keep 

reading. 

 

Here's what you be getting with your room design… 

 

A Floor Plan – Now instead of getting another delivery of furniture you have to send back to the store, pay a re-stocking fee, again and still 

not have the right layout, you can be sure that everything selected for you can fit. Now, you'll know exactly what size pieces of furniture you 

need to which allows you to budget for the correct pieces of furniture save the re-stocking fees... Phew! Glad that worry is gone. 
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Before Pics – You are going to so love looking at how far you and your room have come. Think of it as your own personal room growth 

chart. 

 

Color Story – This is a bona-fide palette that reflects your personality. You'll also get paint colors with actual paint swatches sent to you so 

you can see how wonderful they look in person. You'll also learn the steps you need to take to paint your space and what finish you need and 

where to put it. Finally, you will get peace of mind that you finally got the right colors. 

 

Mood Board – A mood board that shows you how everything I have selected for you works together. You'll find convenient clickable links 

that take you directly to the online store to purchase the item. It also allows you to see if something you already have will work with your new 

design. Everything visually, in one place. Goodbye mind clutter! 

 

Tips – I have come to find in my many years of doing design work, that there are some tips that I think every person decorating a room 

should know. I share those with you. My secrets are your secrets. 

 



(If you have added this on) Room Renderings – A completely creative design done based on the measurements you sent in. These renderings 

will show you exactly how your room is going to look like when you're done shopping with a style that has your name written all over it. And 

if you feel like going on a free-styling on a shopping spree finding similar items in stores near you, you can so do that with these renderings. 

 

Design Thoughts – Just things that float about in my mind about your room. Sometimes I tell you how I came up with your design, where I 

got inspired or why I did something in a specific way. Letting you know the full background report on your design. Or I may just be telling 

you how awesome you are. 

 

To Do List – The prioritized to-do list to tell you how to put your room together. No need to worry your pretty little head over those 

annoying but very important details. Wonder no more about what to do next. Just follow the simple instructions and you will have your 

perfect room done! 

 

You may scream now. Then get to decorating. 

 

I hope this gives you the perfect overview of your project. 
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In the meantime, if you have any questions, concerns, or want to tell me a joke you heard don't hesitate to get in contact… 

 

Email me at: baileyliinteriors@gmail.com 

 

Terms of Service 

 

1. All E-design services are non-refundable. 

 

2. Product resourcing is limited to the USA. 

 

3. In the event that you have a space that is a combination-use room (i.e. living room/ dining room combination), payment will be 

for two rooms 

 

4. Pre-construction rooms cannot be used. 

 

5. Design work will only start upon receipt of the Client Service Agreement, payment of fees, and Client Questionnaire. If changes are 

made by the client after the design has begun, additional time and/or fees may be required and documented in writing. 

 

6. E-design product deliverables will be sent to the client within 14 business days (or another agreed upon timeline as stated in the 

Client Service Agreement) of the project start date for review, which begins only upon receipt of the Client Service Agreement, 

payment of fees, and Client Questionnaire. 

 

7. Two design revisions are included in every e-design package. Additional revisions beyond those included are available at an 

additional cost to be agreed upon in writing between Bailey Li Interiors and the client. 

 

8. The client agrees that all correspondence will occur through online communication except when otherwise scheduled. 

 

9. Unlimited follow-up questions (by email) are included in every e-design package for a period of 7 business days from the date the 

last revised e-design package is delivered. The follow-up question time period can be extended by 7 business day increments at an 

additional cost to be agreed upon in writing between Bailey Li Interiors and the client. 
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1. E-Design is a virtual design service only. Recommendations made are purely suggestion. If construction is planned, you are advised

to consult and separately contract with a licensed contractor. All renderings and floor plans by Bailey Li Interiors are conceptual in

nature and are intended to set forth design intent; they are not to be used for architectural or engineering purposes.

2. Bailey Li Interiors will not be held responsible for the means, methods or procedures of construction, fabrication, delivery,

installation, assembly, or safety precautions in connection with the execution of the E-design package; for the acts or omissions of

any contractor, subcontractor, supplier, or other person performing work related to the E-design package; or any failure of them to

meet any schedules or completion dates.

3. Bailey Li Interiors cannot be held responsible for arranging repairs, replacement or freight claims for purchases made in

conjunction with recommendations in the E-design project.

4. Bailey Li Interiors cannot guarantee the prices or long term availability of merchandise listed in a client’s product shopping list.

5. YAY Decor & Tiffany Brooks Interiors reserves the right to use your Design Board and/or other product deliverables in websites,

blogs or other marketing efforts.

Client signature on an E-design front page checklist fully consents said client to Bailey Li Interiors Terms of Service. 
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Name(s): 

Address: 

Special parking instructions: 

Phone number(s): 

About YOU: 

1. Who is currently living in the home? (Please include pets too)

2. How long are you planning on living there?

3. Are there any upcoming anticipated changes such as the birth of a child?

4. How much time, on average, does each member of your household spend in the space to be decorated during the week and on

weekends?

5. Describe how you live in your space. For example, are you the type where everything in the home has a place? Are you a lounger?

A pack-rat? An entertainer? A chef?

6. Does your daily work invigorate you or deplete you of energy? When you return from work, are you looking for a place that will

stimulate you or will relax you?



7. Do you often entertain in your home? If yes, how frequently and how many people do you typically host? In What room(s) do you

entertain?

8. How important is comfort to you compared to having things look more aesthetically pleasing?

9. How would you describe your personal style?

o Modern, Contemporary

o Traditional

o Transitional (blend of the two previous styles)

o Minimal

o Tuscan

o Asian

o Southwestern

o Mid-Century Modern

o Country

o Arts & Crafts

o Cottage

o Beach/Tropical

o Eclectic

o Other

10. Please use the chart below and circle words that translate the “mood” you would like your new space to reflect.

Formal Elegant Urban Playful Rustic Uncluttered 
Casual Vibrant Romantic Indestructible Energizing Exotic 

Traditional Sweet Active Cozy Welcoming Comfortable 
Transitional Feminine Eclectic Dramatic Relaxing Industrial 

Contemporary Masculine Sophisticated Spacious Minimal Coastal 
Pottery Barn Crate & Barrel Old World Warm Cool Wow!! 

11. In general, do you like things that make you think about the future or that remind you of the past?

o Do you want the same for your home?

o Any specific period or era

12. Describe a favorite place (specifically the esthetic) – a vacation spot, a restaurant. What pleases you about that space?

13. What clothing and furniture store make your heart pound with excitement? What do you like most about that Store?

14. Open your closet, what colors do you see repeated most there? A lot of Black shirts? Red Dresses?

15. What are your hobbies and interests? Do you have a separate space for this? Or, Do you need space for this?



16. What are your favorite books, magazines, and publications?

17. What are your art preferences? Sculptures? Please be specific.

About YOUR space: 

18. Do you own or rent your home? (This is important to know because if the home is rented, there may be limitations on what can or

cannot be done in the home with respect to painting, changing light fixtures and window coverings, etc.)

19. Describe the space you want to improve. What EXACTLY don’t you like about the space in its current state?

20. What do you want to use each of the rooms for? (For example, in your living room, you may want this to be a formal place that

you only use when entertaining or you may want to use your living room as a sanctuary to get away or for watching television and

reading, etc.)

21. How do you live? Describe a typical day & how you live in the space. Describe how you live in the weekend as well.

22. Please specify what kind of workspace is required, and its exact function. For example: tons of desk space, storage for files,

bookcases, specific tools you use, etc.

23. Is lighting in you home acceptable?

24. If someone were to describe the style of the architectural elements of your home, what would they say (e.g. Country, Colonial,

Victorian, Modern, Contemporary, Traditional, etc.)?

25. Think about the moment when you return to your home - perhaps after work or even after a short vacation. What do you feel as

you are entering your space?

26. Do you know the color scheme you want for the space? Are you open to suggestion? What tone? (Dreamy, earthy, upbeat & bright,

fun, light & airy, etc..)

27. How do you feel about clutter in your home? Is it acceptable to have some or should everything be put away in its place? Do you

love collections?

28. What type of flooring do you prefer (for example, carpet, wood, laminate, vinyl or tiles)?

29. What do you prefer for window coverings (for example, blinds, drapes, curtains, shades, shutters, decorative sconces with scarves,

etc.)?

30. What do you prefer for window coverings (for example, blinds, drapes, curtains, shades, shutters, decorative sconces with scarves,

etc.)?

31. What type of look, mood, and feel do you want in each of the rooms to be decorated? (Crisp & tailored, totally modern, relaxed &

informal, serene, Mediterranean, country house, traditional but not stuffy, rustic with a soul, eclectic mix...)



32. Are there any items that you know you must purchase? What are the priorities, keeping in mind the budget? What is negotiable

and non-negotiable?

33. What items do you want to get rid of? Why?

34. What Items are you married to, and would want me to incorporate in your design?

35. Do you have any favorite pieces in your home? Please list them (furniture, art, Photographs, an antique, etc.) that is meaningful or

pleasing to you and why.

36. What design elements would make you happy. Serene hues, ethnic textiles, elegant wallpapers, glass or mosaic tiles, funky old wood

floors, unusual pieces?

OTHER: 

Thumb through magazines, catalogs, books, etc. Choose a few examples of design that are appealing to you. Describe what you like about 

them. Conversely, choose an example that is uninspiring and one that is definitely out of the range of what you find appealing. Why those are 

designs not your favorites? Choose examples of your favorite color palettes as well. Go online to sites such as HGTV, Elle Decor and House 

Beautiful, HOUZZ, and Pinterest for inspiration. - Please save these images and start your inspiration file. 

Please include any other comments or relevant information that you would like Bailey Interiors to know about you.

Bright 
Bold 
Medium in brightness 
Mellow 
Subdued 

Light 
Medium 
Dark 
Warm (red, yellow) 

Cool (Blue, Green) 

Neutral (beige, gray) 

Write up to 4 descriptive words that you associate with each color type to the right of the word. Then, circle the color types that you prefer. 

You can even notate what colors come to mind when you read these words. 

Quiz: What’s your color personality?

Color is the most prominent tool that designers use when styling a room. Color alone can set the mood, temperature, and communicate the 

overall theme of the room. It is the easiest for our eyes to notice.  

With such a powerful tool as the color selection, it is no wonder that it can be so intimidating. Below are worksheets to help you associate 

colors with your desired mood for your home. We will use this to confidently select your color palette.

About your DÉCOR: 



Write “Love” or “Hate” “Indifferent” in the empty boxes next to the colors below. 

Yellow TURQUOISE PUMPKIN 

RED CORAL OLIVE 

BLUE YELLOW- RUST 

ORANGE GOLD BROWN 

GREEN MAROON PALE YELLOW 

VIOLET NAVY BLUE TEAL 

LEMON MAUVE PEACH 

PINK LIME BEIGE 

SKY BLUE ORCHID GRAY 

AQUA BLACK GRAY GREEN 

MELON WHITE OTHER 

List any color combos that you love. 

How to Measure & Photograph Your Space 

This guide will help you to provide me the following information… 

♥ Floor Plan

♥ Elevations

♥ Take Photos

When you do all these things, you can scan or fax the floor plan/elevation to me and e- mail the photos to me. If you choose to fax your

drawings to me, we will set up a time so I can make sure the fax machine is ready to go and everything comes through okay.

baileyliinteriors@gmail.com



Pick Your Pattern(s)
Below is a reference guide to some to the most widely used patterns. Using the lines provided under 
the patterns, jot down some key words, representing your initial feelings about each one. Remember 
that the color of each pattern can be altered.  

Abstract	 Animal Print	 Check	 Chevron 

Chinoiserie	 Damask	 Diamond	 Dot 

Ethnic	 Floral (Cottage)	 Floral (Embroidery)	 Floral (Modern)                



Floral (Vine)	 Foliage	 Geometric	 Ikat                                                                                                       

Jacobean	 Moire	 Novelty                                                                                                                                Moire 2 

Paisley	 Plaid	 Plains/Solids	 Scrolls                                                                                                      



Southwestern Strié	 Stripes	 Toile                                                                                

Trellis/Lattice Trellis/Lattice 2	 Tropical	 Tropical 2                                                              

Patterns & Combinations you love: 

Patterns you hate: 



How to Draw Your Space 
Use a pencil, sketch out the existing layout & be sure to include the locations of all windows, doors, and closets. 

1. Use a tape measure to measure each wall, corner to corner. It’s easier to hold the tape measure on the floor to measure.

2. Write down the sizes and locations (and heights if applicable) of each window, door, doorway, closet, electrical, media outlets,

ceiling and wall fixtures including… a pass- thru, built-in bookcases, any radiators, closets, alcoves, or wall projections, etc.

3. Measure and write down the ceiling height.
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4. Now, measure each window from the floor to the bottom of the window, and again from the floor to the top of the window. Then

measure the width of the window and write down all those measurements.

When you finish the first wall, total the measurement; it should match the first overall measurement. Continue this process around the room, 

and note the measurements on your drawing. 

Other stuff that would be helpful for me to know: 

♥ Ceiling height for each room

♥ Location of all power outlets

♥ Height and widths of windows and doors

♥ Location of windows on each wall

♥ Location of any wall sconces and/or ceiling lights

*When drawing in pencil, please make sure the lines are dark enough so when you later scan or fax your drawings back to me I will be able to

read them easily.







Please try to keep people (and clutter, if possible) out of the shot. 



See the last page for photo taking tips. 

Graph Paper Page | One square equals six inches 




